Westerns

Agee, Jonis
The Bones of Paradise

Ballantine, David
Chalk’s Woman

Bauman, Jon R.
Santa Fe Passage

Benton, Mary A.
Winds of Time

Berger, Thomas
Jack Crab
1. Little Big Man
2. The Return of Little Big Man

Blakely, Mike
Comanche Dawn

Boggs, Johnny D.
The Lonesome Chisholm Trail

Guns and Gavel
1. Arms of the Bandit
2. Spark on the Prairie
3. Law of the Land

Killstraight
1. The Hart Brand
2. Killstraight
3. Whiskey Kills
4. Kill the Indian
5. The Killing Trail

Bonham, Frank
The Cañon of Maverick Brands

Bowen, Peter
Luther “Yellowstone” Kelly
1. Yellowstone Kelly
2. Kelly Blue
3. Imperial Kelly
4. Kelly and the Three-Toed Horse

Brand, Max
The Survival of Juan Oro

Brandvold, Peter
Dakota Kill
The Romantics

Brooks, Bill
Dakota Lawman:
1. Last Stand at Sweet Sorrow
2. Killing Mr. Sunday
3. The Big Gundown

Cather, Willa
My Antonia

Champlin, Tim
A Trail to Wounded Knee

Charbonneau, Eileen
Rachel Le Moyne

Coldsmith, Don
Spanish Bit
1. Trail of the Spanish Bit
2. The Elk Dog Heritage
3. Follow the Wind*
4. Buffalo Medicine
5. Man of the Shadows
6. Daughter of the Eagle
7. Moon of Thunder
8. The Sacred Hills
9. Pale Star
10. River of Swans
11. Return to the River
12. Medicine Knife
13. The Flower in the Mountains
14. Trail from Taos
15. Song of the Rock
16. Fort De Chastaigne
17. Quest for the White Bull
18. Return of the Spanish
19. Bride of the Morning Star
20. Walks in the Sun
21. Thunderstick
22. Track of the Bear
23. Child of the Dead
24. Bearer of the Pipe
25. Medicine Hat
26. The Lost Band
27. Raven Mockers
28. The Pipestone Quest
29. Moon of Madness

Conwell, Kent
Reckoning at Dead Apache Springs

Cook, Will
The Rain Tree
Texas Yankee

Saga of Texas
1. Untill Day Breaks
2. Untill Shadows Fall
3. Untill Darkness Disappears

Cotton, Ralph W.
Powder River

Sam Burrack
1. Montana Red
2. The Badlands
3. Justice
4. Border Dogs
5. Misery Express
6. Blood Rock
7. Jurisdiction
8. Vengeance is a Bullet
9. Sabre’s Edge
10. Hell’s Riders
11. Showdown at Rio Sagrado
12. Dead Man’s Canyon
13. Killing Plain
14. Black Mesa
15. Trouble Creek
16. Gunfight at Cold Devil
17. Guns on the Border
18. Killing Texas Bob
19. Nightfall at Little Aces
20. Ambush at Shadow Valley
21. Showdown at Hole-In-The-Wall
22. Riders from Long Pines
23. Hanging in Wild Wind
24. Black Valley Riders
25. Lawman from Nogales
26. Wildfire
27. Lookout Hill
28. Valley of the Gun
29. High Wild Desert
30. Red Moon
31. Lawless Trail
32. Twisted Hills
33. Shadow River
34. Golden Riders
35. Mesa Grande
36. Scalpers
37. Showdown at Gun Hill
38. Payback at Big Silver
39. A Ranger’s Trail
40. Bad River
41. A Killing in Gold

Culp, Judy and Ronald
Telegraph Western
1. The Search for Freedom
2. The Search for Honor
3. The Search for Justice
4. The Search for Truth

Cummings, Jack
The Deserter Troop
Lynch’s Revenge
The Trick Shot

Curtis, Jack
No Mercy

Cushman, Dan
Valley of the Thousand Smokes

Doig, Ivan
Two Medicine Country
1. English Creek
2. Dancing at the Rascal Fair
3. Ride with Me, Mariah Montana
4. Bucking the Sun
5. Mountain Time
6. Prairie Nocturne
7. The Whistling Season
8. The Eleventh Man
9. Work Song
10. The Bartender’s Tale
11. Sweet Thunder
12. Last Bus to Wisdom

Edgerton, Clyde
Redeye

Eickhoff, Randy Lee
Bowie
The Fourth Horseman

Estleman, Loren D.
Billy Gashade
Black Powder, White Smoke

---

** The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics. **
Bloody Season
Gun Man
Journey of the Dead
The Long High Noon

Page Murdock
1. The High Rocks
2. Stamping Ground
3. Murdock’s Law
4. The Stranglers
5. City of Widows
6. White Desert
7. Port Hazard
8. The Book of Murdock
9. Cape Hell
10. Wild Justice

Everett, Percival
God’s Country

Fackler, Elizabeth
Breaking Even
Badlands
Road from Betrayal
Backtrail

Flynn, T.T.
Night of the Comanche Moon

Goodman, Jo
This Gun for Hire

Grey, Zane
Horse Heaven Hill
The Lone Star Ranger
To the Last Man
Wild Horse Mesa

Grove, Fred
Destiny Valley
War Journey

Guinn, Jeff
Cash McLendon
1. Glorious
2. Buffalo Trail
3. Silver City

Hansen, Ron
The Kid

Hasseloff, Cynthia
The Chains of Sarai Stone
The Kiowa Verdict
Man Without Medicine

Henry, Will
Alias Butch Cassidy
The Last Warpath

Hogan, Ray
Guns of Freedom

Holmes, L.P.
Night Marshal

Houston, James D.
Snow Mountain Passage

Isberg, Art
Desperados

Johnston, Terry C.
Jonah Hook
1. Cry of the Hawk
2. Winter Rain
3. Dream Catcher

Plainsmen
1. Sioux Dawn
2. Red Cloud’s Revenge
3. The Stalkers
4. Black Sun
5. Devil’s Backbone
6. Shadow Riders
7. Dying Thunder
8. Blood Song
9. Reap the Whirlwind
10. Trumpet on the Land
11. A Cold Day in Hell
12. Wolf Mountain Moon
13. Ashes of Heaven
14. Cries from the Earth
15. Lay the Mountains Low
16. Turn the Stars Upside Down

Titus Bass
1. Dance on the Wind
2. Buffalo Palace
3. Crack in the Sky
4. Carry the Wind
5. Borderlords
6. One-Eyed Dream
7. Ride the Moon Down
8. Death Rattle
9. Wind Walker

Johnstone, William W.
Butch Cassidy: the Lost Years

Eagle
1. Eyes of Eagles
2. Dreams of Eagles
3. Talons of Eagles
4. Scream of Eagles
5. Rage of Eagles
6. Song of Eagles
7. Cry of Eagles
8. Blood of Eagles
9. Destiny of Eagles
10. Revenge of Eagles
11. Pride of Eagles
12. Crusade of Eagles
13. Thunder of Eagles
14. Bloodshed of Eagles
15. Slaughter of Eagles
16. Massacre of Eagles
17. Carnage of Eagles
18. Defiance of Eagles

First Mountain Man
1. The First Mountain Man
2. Blood on the Divide
3. Absaroka Ambush
4. Forty Guns West
5. Cheyenne Challenge

6. Preacher and the Mt. Caesar
7. Blackfoot Messiah
8. Preacher
9. Preacher’s Peace
10. Preacher’s Justice
11. Preacher’s Journey
12. Preacher’s Fortune
13. Preacher’s Quest
14. Preacher’s Showdown
15. Preacher’s Pursuit
16. Preacher’s Fire
17. Preacher’s Assault
18. Preacher’s Fury
19. Preacher’s Massacre
20. Preacher’s Blood Hunt
21. Preacher’s Slaughter
22. Preacher’s Bloodbath
23. Preacher’s Hell Storm
24. Preacher’s Kill
25. Preacher’s Rage
26. Preacher’s Frenzy
27. Preacher’s Carnage
28. Preacher’s Inferno
29. Preacher’s Purge
30. Preacher’s Bloody Rampage (2023)

The Last Mountain Man
1. The Last Mountain Man
2. Return of the Mountain Man
3. Trail of the Mountain Man
4. Revenge of the Mountain Man
5. Journey of the Mountain Man
6. Law of the Mountain Man
7. War of the Mountain Man
8. Code of the Mountain Man
9. Pursuit of the Mountain Man
10. Courage of the Mountain Man
11. Blood of the Mountain Man
12. Fury of the Mountain Man
13. Rage of the Mountain Man
14. Cunning of the Mountain Man
15. Power of the Mountain Man
16. Spirit of the Mountain Man
17. Ordeal of the Mountain Man
18. Triumph of the Mountain Man
19. Vengeance of the Mountain Man
20. Honor of the Mountain Man
21. Battle of the Mountain Man
22. Pride of the Mountain Man

**The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics.**
23. Creed of the Mountain Man
24. Guns of the Mountain Man
25. Heart of the Mountain Man
26. Justice of the Mountain Man
27. Valor of the Mountain Man
28. Warpath of the Mountain Man
29. Trek of the Mountain Man
30. Quest of the Mountain Man
31. Ambush of the Mountain Man
32. Wrath of the Mountain Man
33. Destiny of the Mountain Man
34. Betrayal of the Mountain Man
35. Rampage of the Mountain Man
36. Violence of the Mountain Man
37. Savagery of the Mountain Man
38. Shootout of the Mountain Man
39. Assault of the Mountain Man
40. Strike of the Mountain Man
41. Butchery of the Mountain Man
42. Terror of the Mountain Man
43. Bloodshed of the Mountain Man
44. Brutal Night of the Mountain Man
45. Venom of the Mountain Man
46. Torture of the Mountain Man
47. Bloody Trail of the Mountain Man
48. Texas Kill of the Mountain Man
49. Slaughter of the Mountain Man
50. Cruel Winter of the Mountain Man
51. Dark Night of the Mountain Man (2023)

Matt Jensen, the Last Mountain Man
1. Matt Jensen, the Last Mountain Man
2. Deadly Trail
3. Purgatory
4. Savage Territory
5. Snake River Slaughter
6. Dakota Ambush
7. Massacre at Powder River
8. The Eyes of Texas
9. Torture Town
10. The Great Train Massacre
11. Die with the Outlaws

Savage Texas
1. Savage Texas
2. A Good Day to Die
3. The Stampedes
4. Rebel Yell
5. Seven Days to Hell

Smoke Jensen
1. Smoke Jensen, the Beginning
2. This Violent Land
3. Live by the West, Die by the West
4. When the Shooting Starts
5. Desolation Creek (2023)

Keesey, Anna
Little Century

Kelton, Elmer
Calloway
1. The Smiling Country
2. The Good Old Boys
3. Six Bits a Day
4. The Unlikely Lawman

Crow Feather
1. Slaughter
2. The Far Canyon

Sons of Texas
1. Sons of Texas
2. The Raiders
3. The Rebels

Texas Rangers
1. The Buckskin Line
2. Badger Boy
3. The Way of the Coyote
4. Ranger’s Trail
5. Texas Vendetta
6. Jericho’s Road
7. Hard Trail to Follow
8. Other Men’s Horses
9. Texas Standoff

Kesey, Ken
Last Go Round

L’Amour, Louis
Bendigo Shafter
Brionne
The Broken Gun
The Cherokee Trail
Down the Long Hills
Flint
The Key-Lock Man
Kilkenny
The Lonesome Gods
Off the Mangrove Coast
Over on the Dry Side
Silver Canyon
The Tall Stranger
With These Hands

The Collected Short Stories
Volume 1: Frontier Stories
Volume 2: Frontier Stories
Volume 3: Frontier Stories
Volume 4: Adventure Stories
Volume 5: Frontier Stories
Volume 6: Crime Stories
Volume 7: Frontier Stories

Hopalong Cassidy
1. The Rustlers of West Fork
2. To the Far Blue Mountains
3. The Warrior’s Path
4. Jubal Sackett
5. Ride the River
6. The Daybreakers
7. Lando
8. Sackett
9. Mojave Crossing
10. The Sackett Brand
11. The Sky-liners
12. The Lonely Men
13. Mustang Man
14. Galloway
15. Treasure Mountain
16. Ride the Dark Trail
17. Lonely on the Mountain

Talon & Chantry
1. Borden Chantry
2. Fair Blows the Wind
3. The Ferguson Rifle
4. The Man from Broken Hills
5. Milo Talon
6. North to the Rails
7. Over on the Dry Side
8. Rivers West

Lansdale, Joe R
Paradise Sky

Leonard, Elmore
The Complete Western Stories of Elmore Leonard

Lewis, J.P. Sinclair
Buffalo Gordon on the Plains

Lock, Norman
American Meteor

Martin, Lee
The Grant Conspiracy

McMurtry, Larry
Anything for Billy
Boone’s Lick
Buffalo Girls
Telegraph Days
Zeke and Ned

Berrybender Narratives
1. Sin Killer
2. The Wandering Hill

** The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics. **
3. By Sorrow’s River
4. Folly and Glory

**Lonesome Dove**
1. Dead Man’s Walk
2. Comanche Moon
3. Lonesome Dove
4. Streets of Laredo

**Meyer, Philipp**
The Son

**Morris, Alan & Gilbert**
Tracks of Deceit

**Morris, Gilbert**
**Lonestar Legacy**
1. Deep in the Heart
2. The Eyes of Texas
3. The Eyes of Texas

**Western Justice**
1. Rosa’s Land
2. Sabrina’s Man
3. Raina’s Choice

**Morris, Gilbert & McCarver, Aaron**
The Spirit of Appalachia
1. Over the Misty Mountains
2. Beyond the Quiet Hills
3. Among the King’s Soldier
4. Beneath the Mockingbird’s Wings
5. Around the River’s Bend

**Morris, Lynn & Gilbert**
Cheney Duvall, M.D.
1. The Stars for a Light
2. Shadow of the Mountains
3. A City Not Forsaken
4. Toward the Sunrising
5. Secret Place of Thunder
6. In the Twilight, in the Evening
7. Island of the Innocent
8. Driven with the Wind

**Munn, Vella**
Spirit of the Eagle

**Nesbitt, John D.**
Gather My Horses

**Olsen, Theodore V.**
Deadly Pursuit

**O’Reilly, Jackson**
Cheyenne Raiders

**Overholser, Stephen**
Double-Cross

**Paine, Lauran**
Lightning Strike
Lockwood
The White Bird

**Parker, F. M.**
The Assassins
The Shadow Man

**Parker, Robert B.**
Gunman’s Rhapsody

**Virgil Cole & Everett Hitch**
*continued by Robert Knott*
1. Appaloosa
2. Resolution
3. Brimstone
4. Blue-Eyed Devil
5. Ironhorse *
6. Bull River *
7. The Bridge *
8. BlackJack *
9. Revelation *
10. Buckskin *
11. Opium Rose*(2024)

**Patten, Lewis B.**
Bounty Man

**Pronzini, Bill**
The Gallows Land

**Punke, Michael**
The Revenant

**Recknor, Ellen**
Prophet Annie

**Rhodes, Dusty**
Chero
Death Angel
Death Rides a Pale Horse
Hawk
The Isoms I-II
Jedidiah Boone
Longhorn I-IV
The Man Hunter
Shiloh
Shooter
Shawgo I-II
The Town Tamer: the Life & Times of J.C. Holderfield
Vengeance is Mine

**Richards, Dusty**
The Abilene Trail
By the Cut of Your Clothes
From Hell to Breakfast
The Natural
Noble’s Way
North to Salt Fork
Once a Ranger
Rancher’s Law
Trail to Fort Smith
Waltzing with Tumbleweeds

**Brandiron**
1. A Bride for Gil
2. The Mustang and the Lady
3. The Texas Badge
4. The Cherokee Strip
5. Gold in the Sun
6. The Pride of Texas

**Byrnes Family Ranch**
1. Texas Blood Feud
2. Between Hell and Texas

3. Chaparral Range War
4. Blood on the Verde River
5. Brothers in Blood
6. Ambush Valley
7. A Good Day to Kill
8. Arizona Territory
9. Pray for the Dead
10. Deadly is the Night
11. Valley of Bones
12. Sharpshooter
13. Rage for Vengeance

**Frank Brothers**
1. Outlaw Queen
2. Texas Sundown
3. Brackeen’s Law
4. Texas

**Herschel Baker**
The Horse Creek Incident
2. Montana Revenge
3. The Sundown Chaser
4. Wulf’s Tracks

**O’Malley’s of Texas**
1. The O’Malleys of Texas
2. Dead Aim
3. Massacre at Whip Station
4. And the Devil Makes Five

**Phil Guthrey**
1. Chaparral Range War
2. Once a Ranger

**Riefe, Barbara**
Westward Hearts

**Robson, Lucia St. Clair**
Fearless

**Ross, Dana Fuller**
Wagons West
1. Independence!
2. Nebraska!
3. Wyoming!
4. Oregon!
5. Texas!
6. California!
7. Colorado!
8. Nevada!
9. Washington!
10. Montana!
11. Dakota!
12. Utah!
13. Idaho!
14. Missouri!
15. Mississippi!
16. Louisiana!
17. Tennessee!
18. Illinois!
19. Wisconsin!
20. Kentucky!
21. Arizona!
22. New Mexico!
23. Oklahoma!
24. Celebration!
25. Texas Freedom!

**Byrnes Family Ranch**
1. Texas Blood Feud
2. Between Hell and Texas

3. Chaparral Range War
4. Blood on the Verde River
5. Brothers in Blood
6. Ambush Valley
7. A Good Day to Kill
8. Arizona Territory
9. Pray for the Dead
10. Deadly is the Night
11. Valley of Bones
12. Sharpshooter
13. Rage for Vengeance

**Frank Brothers**
1. Outlaw Queen
2. Texas Sundown
3. Brackeen’s Law
4. Texas

**Herschel Baker**
The Horse Creek Incident
2. Montana Revenge
3. The Sundown Chaser
4. Wulf’s Tracks

**O’Malley’s of Texas**
1. The O’Malleys of Texas
2. Dead Aim
3. Massacre at Whip Station
4. And the Devil Makes Five

**Phil Guthrey**
1. Chaparral Range War
2. Once a Ranger

**Riefe, Barbara**
Westward Hearts

**Robson, Lucia St. Clair**
Fearless

**Ross, Dana Fuller**
Wagons West
1. Independence!
2. Nebraska!
3. Wyoming!
4. Oregon!
5. Texas!
6. California!
7. Colorado!
8. Nevada!
9. Washington!
10. Montana!
11. Dakota!
12. Utah!
13. Idaho!
14. Missouri!
15. Mississippi!
16. Louisiana!
17. Tennessee!
18. Illinois!
19. Wisconsin!
20. Kentucky!
21. Arizona!
22. New Mexico!
23. Oklahoma!
24. Celebration!
25. Texas Freedom!

**The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics.**
Russell, Mary Doria
- Doc
- Epitaph

Savage, Les
- Coffin Gap
- Fire Dance at Spider Rock

Scott, Bradford
- Rangeland Guns

Sharpe, John M.
- Hobbs and the Kid

Smith, Cotton
- Sons of Thunder

Smith, Scott
- The Bronco Man

Spalsbury, Jeff R.
- Hunt the Hunter

Stewart, S.J.
- The Untarnished Badge

Thoene, Bodie & Brock
- Saga of the Sierras
  1. The Man from Shadow Ridge
  2. Riders of the Silver Rim
  3. Gold Rush Prodigal
  4. Sequoia Scout
  5. Cannons of the Comstock
  6. The Year of the Grizzly
  7. Shooting Star

Wallace, Stone
- The Last Outlaw

West, Joseph A.
- Johnny Blue
  1. Me and Johnny Blue
  2. Johnny Blue and the Hanging Judge
  3. Johnny Blue and the Texas Rangers

Wheeler, Richard S.
- The Exile
- An Obituary for Major Reno
- Sun Mountain: A Comstock Memoir
- Where the River Runs

Sam Flint
- Flint's Gift
- Flint's Truth
- Flint's Honor

Work, James C.
- Ride South to Purgatory

**The Fort Smith Public Library does not currently have the books in italics.**